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 Kong: The Angry Dragon Kong was killed by two Wen Shi (Thunder Dragon Generals) who landed on his head. Despite his
death, Kong's spirit manages to create a demon to avenge his death. As a demon, Kong uses his fists, feet and even long range

weapons. After Kong's death, the demon became strong enough to fly across the universe, with a personal vendetta against
Bruce Lee. Kong tries to kill Bruce, but he passes out just before the attack. When Bruce wakes up, Kong attacks again and is
stopped only by his old mentor, Wu Xiaoyu. Kong then disappears, leaving behind a bloody shirt. Kong reappears later, as a
young man, in another dimension. He has been transformed into a different entity, and he displays new fighting abilities. He
fights against Bruce, but Wu Xiaoyu arrives and stops him. However, when Bruce tries to summon the power of Shouzhang

Guan, Kong escapes. Kong survives in the other dimension for many years, and his abilities improve. When Bruce Lee returns
to the real world, he finds himself in a situation where he must team up with Kong to save his friend. Kong's vendetta has made
him become a serious enemy, so Bruce and Kong must work together to defeat him. In the final battle, Kong is outmatched by

Bruce, who leaps off a cliff. Kong is shocked to see Bruce almost reach him before he is then knocked out by Bruce's
Shouzhang Guan, while Bruce falls and was injured. Kong wakes up later and goes to the hospital. He refuses to go to the police,

so he returns to the future to find Bruce again. However, after looking for Bruce for many years, he gets into an accident and
dies. Bruce feels he should take his place as a guardian, and so he becomes Kong. The Kung Fu Kid His most famous character,
he was portrayed by Bruce Lee. He is a young boy who goes to a Shaolin temple to learn kung fu. He meets the monks, and they

teach him the Chinese Martial Arts. However, in order to learn about kung fu in a large scale, he ventures outside the temple,
and he meets Bruce Lee, and trains with him to get stronger and to defeat the King of Iron Fist, before meeting Tiger Wong.

However, he is exposed to their power and ends up dying. The Little Dragon She was portrayed by Nancy Kwan, who was Bruce
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